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S. M. Ulam posed a problem which states: “If a body rests in equilibrium in every direction on a flat horizontal surface,

must it be a sphere?” See［１］for detail. In１９７４, L.Montejano［２］solved it as follows.

Theorem. If a body D⊂ ３ rests in equilibrium in every direction, then its convex hull C（D）must be a sphere. （If a planar

body D⊂ ２ rests in equilibrium in every direction, then C（D）must be a circle.）

In this note, we give a simple proof of the２-dimensional case of the above theorem. The reader can prove the３-

dimensional case in the same way.

Let D⊂ ２ be a connected closed region. Then, by the definition, the centroid G of D is an interior point of the convex

hull C（D）of D . For every unit vector��, there is a line l orthogonal to��such that l∩D≠�and
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Figure１shows the situation. We call l the supporting line of D with respect to the direction��. Let P be the foot of the per-

pendicular from G to l . We say that D rests in equilibrium in a direction ��if P∈C（D）. Figure２shows a planar body D

which does not rest in equilibrium in the downward direction.

Proof of Theorem in２-Dimensional Case . Since G is an interior point of the convex set C（D）, every half line from G meets

the boundary∂C（D）at exactly one point. So we can represent the closed curve∂C（D）by the polar equation r ＝ r（�）
with G as the origin. Take two arguments��,��, and the corresponding points P０, P１∈∂C（D）, that is,
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Let l０ be the supporting line of D with respect to the direction���. Since D rests in equilibrium in the direction ���, we obtain

that P０∈l０. Applying（１）to P０, P１, we obtain that
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where 	������. Changing the role of P０and P１, we obtain that
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Combining（３）and（４）, we obtain that
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Dividing it by h, and tending h→０, we obtain that r′（�）＝０for every�. Hence r（�）must be a constant.
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